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Abstract 
Objective: Information retrieval (IR, also known as search) systems are ubiquitous in modern times. How does the emergence of generative 
artificial intelligence (AI), based on large language models (LLMs), fit into the IR process?
Process: This perspective explores the use of generative AI in the context of the motivations, considerations, and outcomes of the IR process 
with a focus on the academic use of such systems.
Conclusions: There are many information needs, from simple to complex, that motivate use of IR. Users of such systems, particularly academ-
ics, have concerns for authoritativeness, timeliness, and contextualization of search. While LLMs may provide functionality that aids the IR proc-
ess, the continued need for search systems, and research into their improvement, remains essential.
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Introduction
Information retrieval (IR, also known as search) systems are 
widely used tools for information seeking in biomedicine and 
health and just about all other aspects of our lives. Search sys-
tems such as Google or Bing for general Web searching and 
PubMed for the biomedical literature put the world’s archival 
knowledge at our fingertips for general and biomedical topics 
(even if paywalls do not always allow immediate access).

IR systems had been relatively mature applications until 
late 2022, when any staidness of search systems was upended 
by the emergence of generally-available generative artificial 
intelligence (AI) chatbots, based on large language models 
(LLMs), initially with ChatGPT and soon others to follow. 
Shortly thereafter came generative AI capabilities added 
to the two major Web search engines, Microsoft Bing and 
Google. All of a sudden, searching the Web was transformed 
in ways that many did not see coming.

I contemplate a good deal about search systems not only 
because they are the focus of my research1 but also because I 
am an academic who does a great deal of teaching and writ-
ing. One of my main teaching activities is a widely-subscribed 
introductory course in biomedical and health informatics, in 
which I aim to impart not only the big picture of the field, 
but also to provide a broad array of references to document 
the knowledge that makes up that big picture. I teach another 
course on evidence-based medicine, which leads me to think 
not only about how we find the best evidence to support bio-
medical and health decisions, but also how we use search sys-
tems to find and synthesize that evidence.

My work activities may make me different from the aver-
age user of search systems, but they do give me a broad per-
spective on their use and now about the role(s) that 
generative AI may play. Decades ago, information scientists 
elucidated the different types of information needs that users 
bring to search systems. We may search over different types 
of content now, and have to deal with challenges that were 
not thought about in those earlier times, such as misinforma-
tion and filtering out true content versus advertising or misin-
formation. But we still search for information to help answer 
direct questions or make decisions, or to use information for 
more integrative tasks, such as writing and teaching.

Information needs inform use of LLMs
The types of information needs that users bring to IR systems 
have been studied for decades. Lancaster and Warner defined 
subject needs,2 which fall into three categories:

• Help in solving a certain problem or making a decision. 
• Background information on a topic. 
• Keep up with information in a given subject area. 

They called the first two subject needs retrospective infor-
mation needs, in that documents already published are 
sought, while the latter need is called a current awareness 
need, which is met by filtering new documents to identify 
those on a certain topic. Retrospective needs may also be clas-
sified by the amount of information needed:
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• A single fact. 
• One or more documents but less than the entire literature 

on the topic. 
• A comprehensive search of the literature. 

Wilkinson and Fuller described four types of information 
needs for document collections:3

• Fact-finding—locating a specific item of information. 
• Learning—developing an understanding of a topic. 
• Gathering—finding material relevant to a new problem 

not explicitly stated. 
• Exploring—browsing material with a partially specified infor-

mation need that can be modified as the content is viewed. 

Another type of information need is known-item searching, 
where we know what specific information item we are seek-
ing, and now want to find it. Many academics do quite a bit 
of this latter task, for example wanting to retrieval a scientific 
paper or preprint when we only have its title or less-than- 
complete metadata about it.

All of these varied information needs are at odds with the 
output of generative AI chatbots that provide no or few refer-
ences. Even when references are provided, they often do not 
provide a direct citation for what is said. Furthermore, the 
user has no idea what actual source text led the generative 
model to output the specific text.

An additional aspect to searching that is critical to academics 
and many others when seeking information is the authoritative-
ness of information items retrieved. This is certainly important 
in scientific areas, especially in biomedicine and health. When 
searching on biomedical and health-related topics, one of the 
first things I look at when retrieving something is who wrote it 
and who published it. This process is not just limited to my aca-
demic searching. Even when I am searching on other topics, for 
example current events or consumer products, I want to know 
the author(s) and source(s) of the information retrieved. I also 
often find myself trying to trace statements and assertions back 
to their source. Even for consumer-oriented information, but 
certainly for academic searching, I want to know what research 
supports, for example a given claim that some diagnostic test 
should be used or some treatment prescribed. Likewise, if some-
one makes a claim about a research method or results, I often 
want to find the original research to make sure the claim is sup-
ported by someone’s interpretation of it.

A final aspect of search that is important to many is timeli-
ness, in that we want to retrieve the most up-to-date informa-
tion. This is especially critical in rapidly evolving fields, for 
example the use of generative AI in biomedical and health 
applications. The large resource requirements of training 
LLM models only allow them to be updated intermittently, 
and they may not reflect the latest information about a topic.

Challenges for LLMs in search
In the early days of the World Wide Web, there was much 
concern about the “quality” of information on the Web and 
returned by Web search engines.4 As the Web democratized 
publishing, that is anyone with access to a Web server could 
post information, IR researchers thought about ways to aid 
searchers in identifying the veracity of what they retrieved. A 
colleague and I, with countless others, thought about meth-
ods to automate detection of factors related to the quality on 
health information.5 This problem was never really solved, 

although the emergence of Google helped in one important 
regard by ranking search output by links to given pages, 
which was a good if imperfect proxy for quality. Nonetheless, 
the information quality war has probably been lost, especially 
with emergence of social media as well as methods for manip-
ulating the retrieval of disinformation.6,7

It is from this perspective that we can contextualize the 
emergence of generative AI, not only as standalone chatbots 
such as ChatGPT, but also embedded in search systems such 
as Bing and Google. Clearly there are times when a simple 
answer, coming out of a search or a chatbot, is sufficient. But 
it is when my information need goes beyond a simple ques-
tion that I find LLMs still to be wanting. Whether it is search-
ing for information to make a decision about my personal 
health or to synthesize an area of science for my teaching or 
research, I need more than the general commentary of an 
LLM or its provision of a short list of references or Web sites.

A number of other IR researchers have thought about these 
issues. Shah and Bender discussed “situating search,” noting 
the varied information-seeking tasks that lead us to use 
search, and now generative AI, systems.8 These systems must 
account for various aspects of searching, including diverse 
information-seeking needs and strategies, types of searchers, 
and bias in search results. Shah has also noted some of the 
challenges for LLM systems in the context of IR systems:9

• Opacity and hallucinations—LLMs “don’t know when 
they don’t know.” 

• Stealing content and Web site traffic—LLMs “learn from 
other people’s content and may divert traffic from their 
Web sites.” 

• Taking away learning and serendipity—“search is explor-
ing and we may learn new unrelated things.” 

One additional concern in modern times about chatbots 
replacing search is the increased energy consumption of the 
former, especially in an era of concern over climate change. 
AI systems not only use a great deal of electricity to power 
servers for training large models, but they also use more 
energy during user interactions. One recent study estimated a 
Google search using its generative AI capabilities consumed 
10 times more energy than a plain Google search.10

Future role of LLMs in search
There has been some early research to look at information 
seeking and search system use in the LLM era, but there is 
not yet any sort of comprehensive picture of the role of chat-
bots vs search for different information needs. A few studies 
have noted that ChatGPT does not provide comprehensive 
references and may even confabulate them in areas such as 
learning health systems,11 cryptococcal meningitis,12 and a 
variety of other interdisciplinary topics.13

It may be possible that LLM systems can augment the 
search process, but the evidence so far is slim. One study 
looked at the potential for generating Boolean queries for sys-
tematic review search and found improved precision but at a 
cost to recall, which is critically important in such searches.14

Another study found that ChatGPT could be help in answer-
ing consumer-health questions but correctness reduced when 
prompting included supporting evidence in the form of docu-
ments).15 There may also be potential value for methods such 
as retrieval-augmented generation, where search engine 
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output is used to prompt existing LLMs for more focused 
and up-to-date information.16 Additional value may emanate 
from improved methods of prompting17 or the addition of 
knowledge graphs to augment the prompting process.18 At 
this time, however, there is little experimental evidence for 
the value of these methods.

These are still early days for LLMs and generative AI in 
search, and there may yet be development of the critical fea-
tures we desire for IR systems that are noted above. ChatGPT 
and the generative AI in Bing and Google are fascinating to 
explore, and require the attention of everyone who may 
employ future iterations of them in health-related settings. 
But for critical information needs of academics like myself, 
whether seeking information about personal aspects of life or 
scholarly work, I still scroll past the generative AI at the top 
of Bing and Google to the search functions while heading to 
sites like PubMed to seek scientific literature. Whether I 
retrieve a news article, a commentary, or a scientific paper, I 
still look for who wrote the article and in which venue it was 
published. I then delve into the text looking for the informa-
tion I need to decide whether this item is useful for the task(s) 
that led me to retrieve it.

As such, I still head first to search engines over generative 
AI chatbots for information seeking. As I prepare lectures, 
papers, and other intellectual syntheses, who wrote the paper, 
report, news story, etc., and where it was published are as 
important as the content itself. ChatGPT and other chatbots 
produce interesting information, but I find it less valuable for 
my work than its original source. This may change in the 
future as LLM systems become more powerful and trained to 
searching use cases, although we also know that the history 
of biomedical and health informatics is littered with applica-
tions that had great hype and never achieved the revolution-
ary use that was anticipated.
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